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Agricultural tools being distributed to the women beneficiaries by LNBA at Tamei.

LNBA Fishery pond.

A seminar on Empowerment of women at LBNA Office, Tamei.
LNBA employees distributing plant saplings for the beneficiaries at Langmai village.

Rural education programme conducted by LNBA.

LNBA Cattle Rearing programme implemented at Langmai village.
Shifting Cultivation: During the dry winter months from November to February, the forests on the selected patch are cut and left to dry. The dried debris is burnt during March and April before the onset of the monsoon. After a shower or two, the ash settles down and the field becomes ready for sowing.
Horticulture Project was implemented by ORDO in 2002 at Konphung village, funded by the Global Social Service Society.

Agro-forestry Project was implemented by ORDO at Tamei in 2005, funded by the Global Social Service Society.